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West than there are cowboys more bookkeepers, aircraft and
electronics workers, auto mechanics, printers, fry cooks. Nevertheless, when most Americans east of
the Missouri hear the word 'West,'
they think 'cowboy."' Why, he
asked, "hasn't the stereotype
faded away as real cowboys became less and less typical of western life?" The answer, Stegner
said, had to do with space, "the
product of incorrigible aridity and
hence more or less permanent, [it]
continues to suggest unrestricted
freedom, unlimited opportunity
for testings and heroisms, a continuing need for self reliance and
physical competence."
Stegner concluded by saying
that if he were advising a documentary film maker where he
might find the most quintessential
West, he would steer him toward
small cities like Missoula or Corvallis, "still close to the earth, intimate and inter-dependent in
their shared community, shared
optimism, and shared memory.
These are the seedbeds of an
emergent western culture. They
are likely to be there when the
agribusiness fields have turned
to alkali flats and the dams have
silted up, when the waves of overpopulation ,that have been destroying the West have receded,
leaving the stickers to get on with
the business of adaptation."

Stegner has spent much of his
distinguished writing career interpreting the American West: in
numerous fictional works including The Big Rock Candy Mountain
(1943)and Angle of Repose (1972);
in essays on western places such
as those collected in The Sound of
Mountain Water (1986);in his biography of John Wesley Powell, Beyond the Hundreth Meridian (1964);
and in such historical and autobiographical works as Mormotz

Country (1942) and Wolf Willow
(1962). His writing has an integrity
based upon his strong preference
for fact over popular mythology.
An active and influential conservationist, Wallace Stegner has
lent his talents as a writer to some
of the major battles for the preservation of western lands. He has
served as assistant to the Secretary
of the Interior and as a member
of the National Parks Advisory
Board. In his academic role as a
teacher of writing, Stegner has
held positions at the University of
Utah, the University of Wisconsin,

Harvard University, and Stanford
University, where he directed
the Stanford Writing Program
for 25 years and retired as the
Jackson E. Reynolds Professor
of Humanities.
Stegner has won numerous fellowships and prizes, including
the Pulitzer Prize (1972) and the
National Book Award (1977), and
is a member of the Academy of
Arts and Sciences and the
Academy of Arts and Letters.
The Cook lectures are sponsored by an endowment of
William Wilson Cook. El

A revolution in our tax law
Kahn, Schmalbeck, Ross discuss the impact of T R A '86
Now that the Tax Reform Act has
become law, questions over its ultimate impact continue to mount.
Late last fall a group of tax experts
held a panel discussion at the Law
School to explore some of the
possible unforeseen effects of the
changes in the law. The panel entitled, "A Revolution in Our Tax
Law," was composed of Law
School Professor Douglas Kahn,
Visiting Professor Richard Schmalbeck, and Dennis Ross, a faculty
member who has taken leave to
serve as tax legslative counsel to
the Treasury Department. They
agreed that the law will have significant unintended effects and
will probably engender legislative
changing of its own provisions.
Schmalbeck began by noting a
major unintended effect of TRA
'86: "It is not revenue neutral one of the supposed hallmarks of
the act. It will provide much less
indirect funding for total public
goods and services."
To illustrate this point, Schmalbeck noted that the traditional
high rates, coupled with high
deductions, had a "channeling

effect" for investable assets. And
although the investors may have
been the wealthy, "those of modest means were also indirect beneficiaries of the old structure."
Schmalbeck used the example
of an individual with an income
of $150,000 and $100,000 to invest.
The individual is deciding between two investments. One investment will yield $12,000 of
interest income; the other, an
apartment building, offers $30,000
of paper losses from depreciation.
Under the old law, the investor
would have more after-tax income
by acquiring the apartments. The
depreciation deductions would
lower his taxable income to
$120,000, on which he would pay
about $40,500 in tax, netting him
$109,500. The other choice would
increase his taxable income to
$162,000, cost him about $60,000
in tax, and net $102,000.
This extra $7,500 offers a strong
inducement for the investor to opt
for the real estate. Under the new
law, however, this option is no
longer attractive. For buildings,
depreciation schedules have been

extended, and are on a straight
line basis -no accelerated depreciation is allowed. Now, therefore, both the government and the
investor appear to win. The investor chooses the interest income
and pays tax at a lower rate. He
pays about !$45,000, leaving him
$117,000, which amounts to $7,500
more than before. The government nets $4,500 more than before.
"This scenario, however, is incomplete," said Schmalbeck.
"When the investor chose real estate under the old law, $12,000 of
potential interest income from the
alternative investment was foregone. " While the old depreciation
deductions benefitted the owners
directly, they also worked to the
indirect benefit of renters as a form
of rental assistance. Making it
cheaper to own makes it possible
to charge lower rents. But if an investment offers neither cash flow
nor tax losses, investors will become disinterested. The owner
forfeited the $12,000 in interest to
obtain the $30,000 deduction. The
$12,000 thus becomes an implicit
tax in support of renters, not owners.
Schmalbeck noted the prediction of one economist that the new
tax law will result in a substantial
increase in the amount of rent paid
by tenants. Ross pointed out that
the reduction of the tax rates will
increase the after-tax income of
tenants out of which they pay the
rent. Panelists agreed that while it
is difficult to assess the impact of
the changes in this implicit tax,
it is likely to have far reaching
consequences.
The channeling effect of the
old law has also been reduced
bv eliminating favorable tax treatmen t for long-term capital gains
and by reducing the advantages
of charitable gving through lower
overall tax rates. Lower rates mean
less tax savings from charitable de-
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lower wages, both, or neither. The
unknown is how changes in the
tax code will be expressed in human behavior. "It is very difficult
to trace payment of tax back to the
individual," said Ross. "If the increase in rates is on holders of
capital -pension funds, for example - how are you going to
trace it to the individual? How will
it influence his behavior?"
Ross also commented on
Schmalbeck's observation that the
elimination of the sales tax deduction may well influence state governments to move away from the
sales tax as a source of revenue.
"A possible shift to other forms of
taxation at the state level was not
overlooked by the economists

ductions. A recent study indicated
that charitable giving may decrease by as much as 25 percent,
thus increasing pressure on government which provides many of
the same services that charities do.
Dennis Ross noted another
problem. The new law shifts more
of the tax burden to corporations.
This could result in higher prices,

Douglas Kahn

Dennis Ross

working on the new law," said
Ross, "but it will be some time
before the full effect is known."
Recently there has been news that
33 states may change their taxing
systems to offset this change.
Douglas Kahn concluded by
saying, "The main goal of the 1986
tax reform was to minimize the
influence that taxation has on

financial decision-making. The
1986 act was partially successful in
achieving that goal, but many of
the neutralizing, provisions were
lost to political~~mpromise."
Kahn summarized Schmalbeck's
position as noting that the 1986 act
eliminated tax preferences that
had channeled private sector dollars into projects which the government will want to maintain.
The resulting shortfall in the funding of those projects, he said, may
have to be made up by the use of
federal funds - for example, by
making direct grants.
Kahn suggested that while corporations of the "smokestack"
variety may fare badly under the
new law, service corporations will
benefit, and the act may provide
some small corporations with new
opportunities. For example, the
new law permits corporations to
deduct passive activity losses
against active income - something individuals can no longer
do. This could mean that while individuals may want to get out of
real estate programs they bought
as shelters under the old law, corporations may want to buy such
real estate (at bargain prices) to
take advantage of the write-offs
the individuals can no longer use.
What is the ultimate prognosis?
Kahn predicted, "Because the
overall effects of the law are
almost certainly not revenue neutral, there will be increased pressure on the government to replace
lost charitable services and to provide substitutes for other beneficiaries of tax channeling that was
reduced or eliminated by the 1986
act. Within a few years we will see
either higher rates or a further
broadening of the tax base." C9
Material for tlze above article was provided though the kind assistance of
Lazcr School Professor Douglas Kahn
and Derek P. Brereton of Oberdick,
Brereton and Associates, Inc.,
Ann Arbor.

DeRoy Foundation brings Solicitor General
Charles Fried to the Law School

Clzarles Fried, a Harz~ardLau7 School
professor ~ilhois curren fly on leflz~eto. senle
as tlze U .S. solicitor general, spent sez~eral
days on the Lazip Qzlad last fall, z~isiting
classes and meeting informally zaif/z
students. His zlisit zuas supported by a
DeRoy Foundation Fellowship.
Professor Yale Kamisar's criminal justice
class upitnessed a rapid cross-fire o f ideas
udlen tlle solicitor general and the professor
sat dozon to talk about defendants' rights.

The annual Committee of Visitors
meetings this year coincided with a special
event in Law School history - the
dedication of the Library Addition in honor
of Allan and Alene Smith. Professor
Emeritus Smith has serzled the Lazo School
as professor and dean, and the University
as z7ice president for academic affaits and
interim president .

University of Michigan President Harold Shapiro opened the festizlities ujith zuords of
appreciation for the Smiths.

The Smiths unz~eileda plaque representing the esteem and affection reserved for them within
the Lau~School community.

